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Abstract. This presentation summarizes a paper that has been recently published
in PASP, Anderson & Bedin (2010). The paper describes our pixel-based approach to
correcting ACS data for imperfect CTE (charge-transfer e!ciency). We developed
the approach by characterizing the size and profiles of trails behind warm pixels
in dark exposures. We found an algorithm that simulates the way imperfect CTE
impacts the readout process. To correct images for imperfect CTE, we use a forward-
modeling procedure to determine the likely original distribution of charge, given the
distribution that was read out. We applied this CTE-reconstruction algorithm to
science images and found that the fluxes, positions and shapes of stars were restored
to high fidelity. The ACS team is currently working to make this correction available
to the public; they are also running tests to determine whether and how best to
implement it in the pipeline.

1. Introduction

The harsh radiation environment of space takes a toll on CCD detectors. It is well known
that when high-energy protons, neutrons, and ions impact the detector they generate
cosmic-ray pocks and trails. Particularly high-energy events not only displace electrons,
but they can even displace silicon atoms, creating a defect in the CCD lattice. These de-
fects cause two problems. Depending on where the defect is, it can create to a short-circuit
in the detector and generate a steady stream of electrons in a pixel. This is known as a
“warm” or “hot” pixel — pixels with unusually high dark current.

Defects can also trap electrons during the readout process. The trapped charge ends up
getting disassociated from its original pixel and eventually gets released into another pixel.
The result is that the original image gets smeared out in the direction away from the readout
amplifier. This is known as imperfect CTE (charge-transfer e!ciency), or alternatively as
CTI (charge-transfer ine!ciency). Figure 1 shows a typical short exposure taken with ACS
after SM4. The streaks emanating downwards from the bright objects correspond to charge
that should have been read out with the objects, but got delayed because of the readout
process.

One way to think of CTE losses is to imagine little gremlins in the CCD (see Figure 2).
They like to grab and stare at bright, shiny electrons as they are shu"ed past. After a little
while, they get bored and put the electrons back on the conveyor belt, only to grab others
later. The result is that some fraction of the charge ends up in upstream pixels.

This can cause problems for image analysis. If we are measuring flux through an
aperture, some of the flux from the source may end up getting delayed so much that it ends
up in a pixel that is outside of the aperture. This causes stars to appear to be fainter than
they really are. Over the years, the Institute has come up with a great many empirical
corrections to account for these losses (see Cawley et al. 2001, Biretta et al 2005, Riess
& Mack 2004, Chiaberge et al. 2009), but these corrections are complicated by the fact
that they depend sensitively on the size of the aperture, the flux of the source, the date
of observation, the level of the background, etc. The delayed charge also causes severe
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Figure 1: A recent ACS WFC1 (top-chip) image. The serial readout is at the top, so the
stars are shu!ed upwards. It looks like the stars are crying.

problems for astrometry and shape-based types of image analysis, such as weak lensing (see
Kozhurina-Platais et al. 2007).

For all these reasons, it has long been a desire to come up with CTE corrections that
can correct the smearing in more than just a parametrized way. Ideally, we would like to
correct CTE at the pixel level.

2. Previous CTE E!orts

Given how many projects would benefit from such a pixel-based correction, there have been
may attempts over the years to come up with an algorithm to restore images to their pre-
smeared state. Bristow & Alexov (2002) and Bristow (2003a and 2003b) and Goudfrooij
(2006) made several attempts to treat CTE at the pixel level in STIS. The models produced
nice images, but were not able to restore all the flux, and as such, the current stat-of-the-art
is still to use empirical parametric corrections. Furthermore, the corrections took so long
that it was not practical to use them for large numbers of images. Riess (2000) made similar
attempts with WFPC2 and found that he was able to restore galaxy shapes, but again the
procedure took prohibitive amounts of time.

Recently, Massey et al. (2010) developed a CTE correction based on a study of the
warm pixels (WPs) in the COSMOS science data. They used lab-data to model the profile
shape and empirically determined the amplitude of the tails as a function of the warm-pixel
intensity. Their correction did a nice job removing the trails in their images. Unfortunately,
since their images all had backgrounds of 50 e!, they were unable to probe the impact of
CTE losses when the background is lower. Also, Massey et al. did not have access to
true fluxes and positions for the objects they corrected, so they were unable to determine
whether their restoration of the flux in the observable trails really did restore all the flux
that was lost. Nevertheless, their paper was a great step forward. It demonstrated that
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Figure 2: Malicious gremlins in the pixels.

a pixel-based correction could produce a clear æsthetic success in a reasonable amount of
time, with the hope of a quantitative success with more e!ort.

3. Warm Pixels in the Darks

With this in mind, we decided to extend the Massey et al. warm-pixel study to the darks.
The darks should have the lowest possible background and should allow a more comprehen-
sive study of the trails. Furthermore, a great many dark exposures can be stacked together
to remove any read-noise-related limitations. A small portion of this dark stack is shown
in the right panel of Figure 3, with a warm pixel identified. The trails are striking in this
high signal-to-noise stack.

We first identified the warm pixels as being those pixels that were brighter than their
nearby neighbors in 120 out of 168 dark exposures. We then extracted their trails by taking
their upstream pixels and subtracting a local “sky” value, taken from the set of ±5 pixels
in the same row. The left panel of Figure 3 provides a schematic of our set-up.

In Figure 4, we plot the average trail upstream of the brightest warm pixels (those with
about 10,000 DN2, or 20,000 e!). We have isolated the WPs that are farthest from the the
amplifier in an e!ort to highlight the CTE signal. These warm pixels tend to have about
100 DN2 in their first upstream pixel, which is about 1% of the WP intensity. The next
pixel up tends to have about 50 DN2. Subsequent pixels have fewer and fewer counts, but
there is appreciable flux in the pixels all the way out to 60 pixels.

The red curve is an attempt to fit this trend with a dual-Gaussian (as has been suggested
by some laboratory research). A dual-Gaussian is able to match the inner parts and outer
parts, but not the middle part. It may be that three Gaussians could represent this curve,
but in this work we will simply adopt an empirical profile for the trail.

Figure 5 shows the profiles for several di!erent WP-intensity levels. The lower-right
panel is the same we examined in Figure 4, and the dotted blue curve shows this trend in
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Figure 3: The schematic on the left shows how we measured the profile upstream of each
warm pixel. The WP is identified (as seen in the figure to the right), and we measure the
flux in the Y-upstream pixels above a local sky (found from the surrounding 10 pixels in
each row). The hook to the left seen in the WPs is from X-CTE, or serial-CTE, and the
di!erences (XUn ! XDn) can be used to measures that profile.

Figure 4: The schematic on the left shows the vertical profile of a bright WP. We see 1% of
the WP height in the first upstream pixel, 0.4% in the second, etc. The plot on the right
shows the entire trail profile. The red curve is an attempt to fit this with a dual Gaussian.
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Figure 5: The profiles for four di!erent intensities of warm pixels. Lower right shows the
bright ones studied in Figure 4. The lower left shows WPs with an intensity of 1000 DN2.
The upper right panel shows the profile behind WPs of !100 DN2. Finally, the upper left
panel shows the profile behind faint WPs with about 10 DN2. The blue curve traces the
lower-right profile exactly and is repeated in the other panels.

the other panels. The lower-left, upper-right, and upper-left panels show the profiles behind
WPs of lower and lower intensity. The total amount flux in the trails decreases as the WP
intensity decreases, but the fraction of flux in the trail relative to the WP increases from
about 4% for the 10,000 DN2 WP to about 50% for the 10 DN2 WP. Similarly, the fraction
of light in the first pixel goes from 1% to about 20%.

The ACS/WFC was manufactured to have a “mini-channel” or “notch” that would
allow the lowest levels of charge to be transferred through the detector without significant
CTE losses. Unfortunately, there is no empirical evidence for such a channel. Elecron
packets with even very small amounts of charge su!er extremely large CTE losses. This is
consistent with previous photometric investigations, which have clearly shown that fainter
stars su!er much more from CTE than brighter stars. ACS technical lead Golimowski
confirms that it is likely that when the mini-channel doping was attempted, it was not
stable and ended up mixing in with the rest of the silicon.
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4. A Readout Model

Before we can correct images for CTE losses, we must first construct a model that tells us
how charge-transfer issues a!ect the pixels in the first place. We based our model on the
trails observed in the warm pixels.

The model has two parameters. The first parameter is !(q), which tells us the chance
that a given electron will be trapped during its journey from the top of the chip at j = 2048
to the serial register at j = 0000. It goes from about 80% for the first electron in a packet to
about 28% for the 100th electron to about 3.8% for the 10,000th electron. The idea is that
there are traps within the pixels that can access only certain electrons. Some traps will grab
the first electron in a packet, others will grab the 10th, etc. A physical explanation for this
can be seen in the simulations in Hardy & Deen (1998). Electron pakets containing di!erent
numbers of electrons have di!erent cross-sectional areas as they are shu"ed through the
pixel. The smaller the cross-secton of the packet, the fewer traps it will encounter. This is
why smaller electron packets see fewer traps total, even though they experience more traps
per electron.

The second parameter is "(q, n), and it tells us how long it will take for a trapped
electron to be released. Just reading o! from the panels in Figure 5, we see that " appears
to be a function of both q and n, meaning that the trail profile appears to depend on the
charge level. This would imply that traps that a!ect di!erent marginal electrons may have
di!erent release times. One could imagine that the di!erent traps could be at di!erent
distances from the electrodes, and therefore might experience di!erent electric fields during
the cycling of the potential that shu"es charge along. It could also be the case that the
traps all have the same release profile, but the profile we observe is impacted by some
2nd-order CTE (the charges in the trails are themselves subject to CTE smearing).

Since it would be impossible to determine which traps lie in which pixels, our model
assumes that all pixels have the same fractional number of traps that can a!ect electrons
at all levels. We will keep track of which traps in each pixel are filled, empty or partially
filled (in the process of being released).

Our aim was to construct a readout model that would reproduce the observed trails
from the (presumably) delta-function warm pixels. But before we could construct this
model, we needed to answer one final question. When an electron encounters a trap that it
has access to, does it always get trapped, or does it only sometimes get trapped? In other
words, if there are two consecutive pixels of 100 DN2 in a column, will the first pixel fill in
all the traps that the second could see, or will the first only have some chance of filling the
traps such that the second could come through and fill some more of the same traps? In
the second case, there would be a trap-filling probability that we would have to determine
somehow. This would be di#cult to constrain. It would be much easier to assume the first
case where traps are deterministically filled completely every time.

To determine which of these assumptions is the case, we examined the cosmic rays in
the dark exposures to see whether a CR (cosmic-ray) event with two relatively equal bright
pixels had a trail that reflected the brightest pixel, or whether the trail reflected the sum
of the pixels. Figure 6 shows that the trails behind CRs are consistent with the simple
deterministic-filling case: the trail we see is only as bright as that of the brightest pixel. All
traps get filled instantly.

5. Optimizing the Parameters of the Readout Model

Once we had a model for what the readout-process does to the pixel values, we used itera-
tive forward modeling to find what “original” distribution of pixel values could be pushed
through the readout process to result in the observed distribution. We used an algorithm
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Figure 6: To determine how shadowing may e!ect trap-filling, we performed an experiment.
We looked at the trails behind CRs and compared them against the pixels behind WPs. We
found that a CR that had a two consecutive pixels of !2500 DN2 or !5000 DN2 intensity,
showed a trail similar to that seen behind a single WP of the same intensity. A CR that
had two pixels that summed up to the WP intensity showed considerably smaller trails.

similar to that developed by Massey et al. (2010) to do this. Our algorithm is fully described
in Anderson & Bedin (2010, AB10).

It was not su"cient to simply read o! the parameters for our model from the curves
in Figure 5. We started with these values, but found that the 2nd-order CTE e!ects (the
tails themselves su!er imperfect CTE) required us to iterate several times on the form of
!(q) and "(q, n). We ended up parametrizing these functions by tabulating their values
at q=10, q=100 , q=1000, and q=10,000 and used log interpolation in between. Similarly,
" was tabulated only for n=1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40, 50, and 60. We
found no evidence for trails that extended beyond n=60.

Figure 7 shows the results of our final model. The black curves show the trails behind
the warm pixels in the original dark stack, and the yellow curves the trails in the corrected
stack. It is clear that our algorithm has removed the average trails.

Figure 8 shows a portion of the dark exposure before and after correction. It is clear
that our correction has restored most of the trails to delta-function warm pixels. Not all
of the trails are perfectly restored; some are under-correctd and others are over-corrected,
but on average the correction is good.

We ran the correction on a 30 s raw science image and show the results in Figure 9.
It is clear that the correction does a nice job removing the trails from the stars and warm
pixels. It is worth noting that the algorithm doesn’t always do a great job on the cosmic
rays, since sometimes the CRs hit the detector during the readout, and as such would not
have participated in as much charge shu#ing as their pixel location would suggest. There
is nothing that can be done for these CRs: they will be blemishes with or without this
correction. But it is extremely encouraging that the correction works so well on the rest of
the science-image pixels.

Many corrections in the past have managed to pass this æsthetic test, though those
routines typically took a prohibitive amount of time to correct the images. Our corrections
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Figure 7: The profiles for WP trails in the original (black) and corrected (yellow) images.
The profiles are shown for eight logarithmically spaced bins to show that the tends are
corrected in between the node-points of the solution.
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Figure 8: (Left) The stack of the dark exposures before correction. (Right) the stack of the
dark exposures after correction.

here take about 10 minutes on a typical 3 GHz workstation. The real test, though, is how
well photometry, astrometry, and shape are preserved. We will examine these in the next
section.

6. The Rubber Meets the Road

We note that the algorithm as previously described was developed solely to restore the
trailed WPs to delta functions, so we have not optimized anything thus far for the stellar
case. The fact that the algorithm restores the flux in the visible trails to the apparent
source does not necessarily imply that the algorithm will restore photometry, astrometry,
and shape in a quantitative sense. It is possible that the trails are longer than we can
perceive in the image (i.e., longer than 60 pixels in this context). If this is the case, then
there will be flux lost from the object that we will not restore with our algorithm.

In the PASP article (AB10), we perform several tests to show that the algorithm does
in fact restore flux, position, and shape. We do not have room here to show all the results,
but will summarize them here.

6.1. The Standard CTE Tests

The standard way CTE is evaluated in the ACS/WFC detector takes advantage of the fact
that the readout of the top chip is done in a di!erent direction on the sky from the readout
in the bottom chip. This allows us to take an image of the sky, shift the field by one chip
height in y, then take another image. Stars close to the readout register in the first exposure
will be far from the register in the second, and vice versa. Comparing the fluxes of stars in
this way ends up doubling the CTE signature.

The left planels of Figure 10 show a comparison of two pairs of 30s images taken in
June 2009, soon after SM4. Each dot represents a star. Its horizontal location corresponds
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Figure 9: A snippet of a 30s image of the 47 Tuc calibration field before (left) and after
(right) correction.

to its y location in one chip. For its vertical position, we plot the di!erence between its
photometry in the two o!set exposures. The green line reports the slope, which is 6% for
the brightest stars (25,000 e! total counts) to over 40% for the faintest stars shown (250 e!

total). (The actual CTE su!ered from an individual image is half this.) The right panels
show the same photometry for the same stars, but as measured in the corrected images. It
is clear that the remaining trend is essentially zero everywhere.

6.2. Summary of other tests run

We perform some additional photometric and astrometric tests in AB10. In particular, we
compare some short 10 s and 100 s images taken of the 47 Tuc calibration field against 1200
s images taken immediately afterwards. The 10s images had a background of about 2 e!,
the 100 s images had a background of about 15 e!, and the 1200s images had a background
of about 150 e!. We find that before correction the photometry loss can be as large as 0.5
magnitude for stars with low flux in the short (low-background) exposures. After correction,
the residuals are reduced considerably, with any remaining errors in the correction being
less than about 20% of the correction itself (see Figures 14 and 15 in AB10).

We also compare the positions of stars as measured in the corrected and uncorrected
short-deep pairs of images. We find that the uncorrected positions show CTE-related o!sets
of up to 0.3 pixel for the faint stars in the short exposures relative to the deep exposures.
The residuals for the corrected short-deep position comparisons are close to zero (also in
Figures 14 and 15 in AB10).

In Figure 11 we compare the net photometric corrections that we obtained with the
parametrized corrections that Chiaberge et al (2010) would have suggested for the uncor-
rected stars. The trends agree nicely for the two backgrounds explored.

An additional test we ran concerned the shape of stars. We took a short-deep pair of
images of the 47 Tuc calibration field. We identified known stars near the gap (and therefore
far from the readout amplifier) and examined their shapes as a function of brightness in four
di!erent exposures: the corrected deep, the uncorrected deep, the corrected short, and the
uncorrected short. This test is documented in Figure 18 of AB10. Figure 12 here illustrates
one of the specific cases examined.
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Figure 10: Results of the standard chip-shift CTE test for before the correction and after
the correction. Each symbol represents one star measured in the two di!erent exposures. Its
horizontal location here represents its y location in the first exposure. Its vertical location
represents the di!erence in apparent flux for the stars in the two images. The green line is
a fit to the slope (which is reported at the top, in mag/4096 pixels). The slope on the left
represents 2! the standard CTE trends, since both frames su!er CTE losses. The listed
slopes on the right show that the trends are largely removed.
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Figure 11: Comparison of our net correction with the parametrized correction from Chi-
aberge et al (2010) for ultra short and short exposures. The Chiaberge corrections corre-
spond to a 3-pixel-radius aperture and the sky background as listed. The open circles come
from taking the di!erence between the photometry from the listed short exposure and a
deep 1200s exposure. The black dots correspond to the same di!erence after our correction
has been applied. The error bar shows the scatter about the average.

Figure 12: In each panel, the red line corresponds to the vertical profile of the PSF, as
measured from bright stars in corrected deep (339s) images. The left panel shows the
profiles of several stars in the corrected short (30s) exposures. The stars selected here have
about 75 e! in their centermost pixel, and about 300 e! total. The corrected stars appear
to follow the PSf shape nicely. The middle panel shows the profile for the uncorrected stars.
It it is clear they lose flux from the leading edge and gain flux on the trailing edge. The
right panel shows the correction explicitly.
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6.3. Future plans

More details of this algorithm can be found in AB10. The Institute is currently working
to make this correction available to the public via a stand-alone PYRAF task. It is also
evaluating how this new understanding and treatment of CTE might lead to improvements
in the pipeline, including how best to deal with the dark exposures. One of the limitations
of the current e!ort is that the darks that were used were are all about the same length:
1000 s. There are so many WPs that the faint WPs (!10 DN2) are beginning to crowd
each other, making it di"cult to explore CTE issues at the lowest electron-packet levels.
To remedy this, a new set of shorter darks has been taken and will help us explore CTE at
the lower charge levels.

Finally we note that AB10 also explores CTE smearing in the serial (x) direction and
finds that it is appreciable, but the tails are so short that it should have no significant e!ect
on photometry. Astrometry, however, will be a!ected at the 0.01-pixel level. AB10 also
discusses ways to prevent read-noise from getting amplified by the CTE correction.
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